
everything connected.

I felt better today after being out running in the little park with my kid despite the gray weather. I knew that today was going to be sunny so I hurried making a laundry and updating my project
before preparing some sandwiches to take with us outside. It took some time but August and I were out on the road soon before lunch and reached the village open museum of Södertälje on time
to eat our sandwiches. We sat on the sun to eat although it was not really warm and later I let August enjoyed his time with the animals, particularly with the goats which he caressed a lot. Now
we are home, we drank some chocolate, August is back on his tablet but we are both happy and relieved of all the modern stress. 

It was another sunny day with the temperature reaching below zero at night... the best days in Sweden. We anyway had to hit the road and reach August's mother place with a lot of luggage. The
ride with the commuter and the metro was not too bad but once we got here Liselott had forgot to leave the apartment key under the staircase and we had to wait out. The weather was nice
though and I played a lot with little August who later went out in the forest with his little friend Tom. The two played the rest of the day and I instead got in the apartment after Liselott arrived
and sat down to stitch together the images I took of my show-room. I also talked a long time on the phone to Jacek about his supervisor situation, still quite dreadful with a dogmatic philosopher
burning his talent. Meantime I have been in contact with Myrthe who has started to move to the new house and I tried to support her. Now August his home with a little friend Elias and I will
have to take them out for the Halloween night to ask for candies... many years now have passed since with little August dressing like Batman we went down the rich neighborhood of Boston to
get a big bounty of candies... 

A rainy gay ray day yesterday also with Liselott coming back home at the certain point and me really wanting to go out with August despite the rain. We did in fact made it by train to Jacek's
place but in the end decided to go to my university gym to begin with. It was a good idea as I got a lot of energy back with my weight lifting and August also had fun. At last we finally made it to
Jacek's birthday party. He baked a few pizzas but generally we kept rather hungry and August got in Brett's room to watch some cartoons while I talked to her friend Linda. Åsmund was also
there and he looked like weak and consumed by work. At last, despite August's protests, we slept over.

A nice day waking up at Jacek's place and fixing a birthday breakfast to him. August was also there and rather playful with Brett. A bit too playful so I had to take him out and be at the
playground with him before walking to a church with a gray but warm weather. The rest of the afternoon August and I traveled back to his island where I will spend the entire week now that his
mother is going to Ireland on holiday. In the evening I have updated my project since I kept my computer here and now I am about to fix some cheap food.

An okay day waking up way to early here in the rich island of Djursholm before setting off to leave August to school and then start working on my presentation for Wednesday. I start making
really clean, with only few emblematic pictures... I am really curious to see how it will develop, or the impact on the audience, mostly mainstream artists. I also had Myrthe to arrange our
upcoming trips to the Netherlands. Flying is getting super expensive and she also told me that I cannot leave my foreign car there... what a damn country! After an hour of deep sleep I went to
pick August and we walked together to the supermarket, like the old days. Now we ate and are off to karate... fully engaged in my parent life, the standard parent life.

Today I woke up super early again but with a great intuition: the show-room it took me now almost two years to construct and a lot of effort could be built as the cripta of my cathedral. In that
respect I could start with something already concrete also to show to people and possibly to promote the building above. Other than that I felt rather disillusioned, Myrthe being way to distant
and in general nothing really happening also with the room for rent I posted on different sites. At this point in life I am waiting for action and I am strongly preparing for it! How dull this office
life otherwise. It was good hover to seat in the kitchen all day today and get my presentation ready for tomorrow... 18 slides explaining my principle direction. As I went out to pick August it was
completely dark... the sun has left these parts of the world...

I was rather inspired today to work on my architecture. I then took August to school, him very nice and educated at last, and then I sat a few hours creating my death chamber underneath my
temple. The purpose of the death chamber will initially be to show case my project. I also got a renting offer from a friend of my little sister which will allow me to survive in the coming
period of no money and much investment on my land. At last I had to prepare for my important lecture on my art work at last which I gave at the Stockholm University of the Arts. As I was
going in the commuter I actually had to step out because there were people controlling the tickets and I am currently using a cheap one for invalids. I then had to walk a long way to the metro
instead but it was refreshing and by the time I got to the university I was very straight forward. I first let one musician talking most apathetic of his compositions for silent movies and then I got
to present my 18 slides, presenting fluently all of my work and the context around it with a lot of personal insight but also theory. People, mostly professionals in the arts were super happy and I
later walked out with a German composer with whom we became instant friend. Also later I got a message that a museum in Frankfurt wants to show my things next spring so Viva la Germania!
Now back to little August...

Today I woke up way too early again. I was probably too excited about the many things happening quite a sudden like the nice lecture yesterday or the upcoming exhibition in Frankfurt. I was
quite good though at updating my project before getting involved with all of that. I in fact was quite early waking up August and taking him to school before going with all my luggage and with a
first powder of snow all the way to the university. There I printed quite a few things and got quite a lot done before even managing to go to the gym and eat some free sandwiches in the kitchen.
Early in the afternoon I took care of two students. I had to supervise them in Swedish but I was rather fast and soon went all the way back to pick up August, throw some snow at each other and
then keep up with preparing a proposal for the Frankfurt exhibit where I have proposed to show almost 12 years of work as well as trying to edit a video from yesterday's presentation and prepare
for the same old lecture on cinema I should give tomorrow (Jesus these academic people can't take a step forward...).

I managed to catch up some sleep yesternight despite the fact that August kept kicking me as when he was little and I anyway was up again around 6 (better than 4). Well, I had to go to the
university directly where I kept a three hours long lecture on early cinema, I think really exciting the students with loads of examples and particularly being quite political incorrect. Later I also
confronted a few professors to tell them basically to fuck off with all the conformism burning so much talent and potential among this youth whose only notion they get out of university is that
the people in power are bad (quite a protestant notion). I am luckily now on my way to catholic land... a very long way although I did finish to edit a video of my lecture two days ago and I am
now at a small airport updating my project.

I arrived very late yesterday in beautiful Venice. It was dark and rainy bu very impressive, impressively silent and monumental. I then spent the night hugged with Myrthe at  place
here and in the morning I woke up early to greet them before they sat off to work. I later did a bit of updating before going back to bed with Myrthe to make some love and take her to her
students. It was nice to walk home alone with the high water and also have some time to do a few drawings and work on my tomb under my architecture for my land. At noon  came
home and we ate at a restaurant some polenta and castrated lamb. The rest of the day I spent with  walking all around Venice where he explained to me a lot of the small details this
city is filled with. I really enjoyed it although I also wanted to talk about me and my issues. The fact is that after a lot of walking and some catharsis experience for the celebration highland. In the
evening we ate with Myrthe's colleagues, two older men and we had fun also walking around with them at night and again listening to all the stories  had to tell us of the many
different places in town.

A day spent walking around with the stepfather, going to places I had no clues of and again browsing from one to another detail realizing I had little memory of the information he has been
already overloading me in earlier occasions here in Venice. We been in and out many churches and probably only the last one really impressed me, a marginal Franciscan church, with no much
decoration and very poor. Between all these information deliveries I was able to discuss with him my spiritual point, is that I am first married to my project a d the rest comes second, like a
wedding with Liselott who got very negative about it. After a lunch back home in which we talked on how I could design a media campaign on how to inform their costumers about their new
center, I left them packing to go home and took a lonely walk to the arsenale filming myself filming. I was disappointed to having to buy an expensive ticket to go in but at last I followed Myrthe
and it was quite okay although I really disliked the fact that now I ended up spending the evening once again socializing with his colleagues... finding all so ephemeral and now regretting the fact
of having involved  with my land.

A nice and intense days spent with Myrthe's students walking around Venice and showing them the good and genuine sides laying on the church pavement to see the biggest canvas on earth and
eating fried mozzarella before reaching and completely flooded San Marco square. After visiting the basilica I walked with a nice Indian Australian guy and Myrthe walking bear feet. Later we
went with the group to Redentore which was not that impressive and the last hours of the day we spent with a few students in a wine bar. Now we are in apartment, Myrthe and I alone
for the last time now...

An easy day waking up next to sweetly sleeping Myrthe and from there updating partially my project, getting some breakfast and a shower with her before hitting the "calle" again and reaching a
restaurant with internet where we got some work done. I actually had a phone call from a Sicilian guy who wished to rent a room for me. I then had the idea of renting Jacek's studio and letting
my little sister's friend in the little room and the Sicilian guy with his girlfriend in my room. I feel really again like a soldier on a march now having to find temporary sleeping places in order to
achieve my fortification, the land I will have to pay back these years. After some time at the restaurant we walked around the arsenale but got stuck on the other side. It got really warm and sunny
meantime but also late and we had to get back to the apartment to eat left over pasta and clean up  apartment before leaving, me to the station to catch the train to Vicenza and Myrthe
to her colleagues to catch the flight back to the Netherlands.

An okay day waking up at  place in Vicenza and updating my project before following  to take little  to school. What a lucky girl she is in a private school where
everyone dresses sweet pajamas. The rest of the day I fixed my banking situation here in Italy in preparation of the acquisition of my land despite the fact that  is still literally furious
about me... I am such a bad person in her eyes and anyway she wants me to wait. Bad? Wait? Already too many times she has obstructed my connecting back to Italy which is paradoxical from a
mother who let go to an Antioco who is now, again paradoxically, the one that is most open for my Odysseic return. Here it rains meantime and I have planned my trip to my land now in two
days, the only sunny day ahead. Now little is back from school and I will go to the historical center to meet with Francesca, the girl who is going to rent Richi's room from January.

A good day yesterday going first to the dentist to clean my teeth and find that there were problems for a whole salary to be fixed. It was a family dentist fortunately and when I came back in the
afternoon he fixed two small cavities for free while I ill  have to do a bigger job next year. I had a good chat with them though about my land and somehow the conversation shifted to
concentration camps. Anyhow, later I drove for the third time to the family new physiotherapy center. At the beginning I saw it completely empty and it did not really make me a good impression
but then in the afternoon it was full of people and both my sisters were at work. I even saw an old high school friend but was later caught by several e-mails about the land but also about a
possible exhibit in Dublin and proposal from Davide to propose a documentary about me to a Canadian producer. In the evening I helped out taking a few pictures of the center's staff and went
out with  for a pizza.

I woke up decently early and drove  to his clinic. He was very nice to me and the sun was shining. There was no opposition of me going to check a land in another province and I
was quite happy about it, to travel through Vicenza, Verona and finally Brescia and reach among a lot of traffic the Iseo Lake, as if it was another world. The weather was much more gray there
though and the land was still noisy and too steep as I recalled it. Somehow, far on the distance I always project it to be better. Anyhow I did this time explored the forest and it was indeed very
dreadful, with a lot of water streams and no place to rest my feet, really the worst cuts from the property. I really decided there and then not to invest anything on it as now I have the idea of some
Stoneage like monoliths at the base of my temple. I then ran away and drove for two hours back to  feeling also guilty that I should indeed find a place close to them, close to my
friends and other people who can come and visit me. In the afternoon helped me out at last to get connections without really interacting with agencies although I did travel to one but it
felt way too far although the guy inside was friendly and in the village there seemed to be a lot of people named Frigo... maybe that is the key... I shall go back to where I belong as everything in
nature, sooner or later, no matter how much technologies retard this process.

A day spent helping  I woke up too early and stood up a while to update my project before going a bit to bed again and then starting the day with and  They
were actually several times on the verge to fight out of stress but I was more mature in this case and kept them separated. I then focus on moving all the shoulder surgery simulators 
had invented and produced. We moved them to the garage of their new studio driving with the big pick up.  and I were rather good to put all the boxes in place and then we went
back home to eat a bit. After some warmed up meal I worked on tracing the silhouettes of the studio's staff as  indicated me and then we were off to the actual studio to make some
measurements for a print out. Now I am home ready to shower and go to say hi to Francesco and his little family.

A good day, a sunny one waking up not too early and going with for a nice walk on the river side. It was nice talking to  and be able to also tell him my issues. It was so
warm and sunny that I had to get rid of my jacket and sweater. Later I got a ride back from  but she was really not enthusiast and quite dark concerning my future plans in Italy... there
will be blood as maybe she already now has expected me to exclude me from all the family business. My family after today was really that I want to move back here. It is a very unhealthy society
but the nature is so wonderful that I feel I only need the sun and all my faith and hopes rises up again. At lunch back home my uncle was also around, very charming with a lot of flying hours in
his back s I shouldn't complain. In the afternoon  instead I went to Francesco's parents as his father Renato had his birthday. We then walked together to the city center and I had a talk with him
before coming back with Francesco and Elena feeling however a bit bored of the city life and longing for the hills.

I woke up super early today with some hope to find a proper land. I have been driving on the side of the hills and up a nice village. The weather was gray but the view very nice... Venice could be
seen on the distance, so Aldo, a man hooked me up with claimed. He was a man of the world who has spent years working in the middle east but he showed me a fully constructed
house on sale for a lot of money and did not really wished me to explain to him the purpose of my purchase. I thus changed tactic and went to several other agencies below the mountains saying
that I had an art project to realize and I was thus in search of a land. They were all helpful but everyone stopped and said that the municipality ought to be contacted first. After a small sandwich I
bought only to pee, I drove home and took a nap before a good productive afternoon on my thesis. Tomorrow is the 18th of the month so hopefully something better will come up.

A very interesting day, acting again like a Gogol's character going around different streets on the hills to inquire for a place where to deposit my project and myself. Early in the morning, after
updating and taking to work, I drove to an old house I saw at the bottom of a mountain where I got lost several times. It was so enchanting to see the snow on the big mountain tops
that even started composing poetry while driving. The village was also very enchanting and a relief from all the below speculation. I even checked an amazing little church on a hill and then
asked people to help me find the place. Once there I met a few young guys rebuilding a house. One of them was obviously the owner and at first tried to dissuade me from buying but then we
turned out talking and have quite a few things in common, probably from the same ethnic like also the guy I met to show me another piece of land on the hills this time. He was also a Cimbro and
he took me to some nice and big lands where I could have also build my cathedral if I wanted but the view was not as nice and breathtaking as in the mountains. I was very tired on the way home
and stopped to another agent but kind of got my head in the mountain cabin now despite the fact that I won't be able to build any museum but just experience and keep life flowing.

I very intense and very sunny day driving to Santa Caterina very early and exploring the land before meeting the landowner who happened to be exactly a copy of my old supervisor. With him
we talked and found out that we had a friend in common, the insurance man who has the house in Asiago above  The sun by then was really warm and I probably got a tan. The
mountains too were so extremely beautiful that I could not resist hiking up a little in such a pure nature in such a contrast with the below environment filled with cars and industries and
greediness. With the insurance friend we went to have a drink. Later the land owner went for some business and the insurance guy took me to say hi to his wife working at the bank. It was then
that he suggested me not to invest in that property too much in the dark but to rather get a place one of his friends wanted to sell. I then drove back up to Santa Caterina and met the mother of the
seller who was really nice and showed me around this other place much more exposed to the sun and quite complete, in no need of reparation, meaning that I will be free to be outdoor! I did
make her an offer and I am now still waiting for my destiny... a small and tiny place easy to manage, small to reduce all complications and live happier I guess like a Diogene closer to the sun.

I woke up decently early today and went out with Asia, the now old apartment dog before putting all my stuff together and packing my mother's car to drive out to Santa Caterina or better to the
fancy factory where the son of the lady selling me the apartment works. The latter was with his wife and they had all the papers ready to be signed for our contract. The young ones were really
straightforward and almost militaresque with the parents. We got everything properly done however and for the perfect number of 36.000 euros (32.000 plus expenses). Later I also followed the
old people to their place where they gave me their apartment key and told me how, like me and Liselott a decade ago, they also spent their time renovating the place. Their stories were really
interesting and I would love to hear more from them one day but then I had to drive fast to my eagle nestle. It was again super beautiful up there and I had no doubt it is my home. I unpacked all




